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6 DECEMBER 2022
Board Member Shapiro introduced the following resolution; which was read for the first time.

10 JANUARY 2023
Read the second time and voted on.

A BILL
TO AMEND ARTICLE 2.5.1

1 WHEREAS, The Board has reviewed the current rules for Public Meeting;
2 WHEREAS, for practicality, there has been a longstanding tradition of not adhering to certain rules;
3 WHEREAS, in order to adhere to the Governing Code in future, the Board wishes to permanently change the rules for Public Meeting; now, therefore, be it
4 RESOLVED, on this 6th day of December in the year 2022, the University of Pittsburgh Student Government Board enacts the following revisions to the Student Government Board Governing Code under the short title “Amendment to Public Meeting Procedure”; and be it further
5 RESOLVED, that Sub-Item 2.5.1.3.4.D shall be removed; and be it further
16 RESOLVED, that Sub-Item 2.5.1.3.8.B shall now read, “For motions previously decided by a vote, only a member of the prevailing side of a motion may move to reconsider.”; and be it further

20 RESOLVED, that there shall be the addition of a Sub-Item 2.5.1.3.8.C that reads, “For motions previously decided without a vote, any member of the relevant voting body may move to reconsider.”; and be it further

24 RESOLVED, that Sub-Item 2.5.1.3.9.B shall now read, “the motion must be seconded.”; and be it further

26 RESOLVED, that all numbering and style changes shall be automatic, pursuant to the rules set forth in the Governing Code; and be it finally

29 RESOLVED, that this resolution shall be effective immediately upon adoption.

31 ADOPTED: this 10th day of January 2023 by a vote of [#] for, [#] against, and [#] abstentions.

Danielle Floyd, President
University of Pittsburgh Student Government Board